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About the Book

This groundbreaking book proposes that the rise of alphabetic literacy reconfigured the human brain and brought about 

profound changes in history, religion, and gender relations. Making remarkable connections across brain function, myth, 

and anthropology, Dr. Shlain shows why pre-literate cultures were principally informed by holistic, right-brain modes 

that venerated the Goddess, images, and feminine values. Writing drove cultures toward linear left-brain thinking and 

this shift upset the balance between men and women, initiating the decline of the feminine and ushering in patriarchal 

rule. Examining the cultures of the Israelites, Greeks, Christians, and Muslims, Shlain reinterprets ancient myths and 

parables in light of his theory. Provocative and inspiring, this book is a paradigm-shattering work that will transform 

your view of history and the mind.

Discussion Guide

1.Throughout the book Shlain emphasizes the dualities inherent in the experience of living?life/death, yin/yang, 

reason/madness. Why do you think it is important to recognize these dualities? Can you think of examples in your own 

life in which opposing forces work together to create both negative and positive change?

2. Shlain uses the example of Christ's teachings to illustrate the difference between the spoken word and the written 

word. Communication, he argues, changes when it is written. What sorts of changes is he talking about? How do you 

think the ideas exchanged in your own group would be altered if they were written down?
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3. In his history of human civilization, Shlain recounts centuries of cruel and violent behavior carried out in behalf of 

religion and ethnic purity. In each case, he cites a literacy-related cause for such behavior. Using his thesis, is it possible 

to find similar root causes for such atrocities as the tribal massacres in Rwanda, the ethnic cleansing in Yugoslavia, or 

shootings in America's schools? A century from now, how do you think historians and anthropologists will explain these 

incidents?

4. Shlain is optimistic for the future of mankind and is convinced that we are returning to right-hemisphere-type values 

that point to a more peaceful future. Do you agree or disagree with him?

5. Shlain cites a number of male figures?including Moses, Christ, Plato, Augustine, Luther, Calvin, Hitler, Einstein, and 

Freud?who made important and lasting (but not always beneficial) contributions to civilization. What makes their 

contributions so significant? How were they or their actions affected by the written word? Can you add any living 

people?any women?who might be added to that list?

6. Chances are, you have a television and a telephone in your home. Discuss the role these technologies play in your 

lives, especially with regard to communication. Likewise, how do you think computers are affecting current generations 

of young people? Are the impacts mostly positive or negative?

7. Discuss the right-brain/left-brain theory and explain which sides each of you favor. Then discuss how the results break 

down by gender in your group.

8. Shlain points to the invention of the printing press as the cause for much of the excessive behavior of the sixteenth 

century. Is the Internet our century's printing press? Give examples in which the Internet has played an important role, 

whether negative or positive, in shaping recent events.

9."In the age of the image," writes Shlain, "literacy will inevitably decline." Even if this development does not lead to a 

decline in our overall intelligence, what concerns does it raise? Imagine if your children's school decided that learning to 

perceive and create images took precedence over reading skills. Is there a prejudice against imagery in our society? If so, 

is it a valid prejudice?

10. After reading The Alphabet Versus the Goddess, do you agree with Shlain's thesis?  

Author Bio

Leonard Shlain is the author of the acclaimed Art and Physics: Parallel Visions in Space, Time, and Light, soon to 

be a twenty-three-part MSNBC TV series. He has written for many publications, including the Los Angeles Times, and 

lectures widely on the connection between art and science, and on the subject of this book. A true Renaissance man, he 

is also the chief of laproscopic surgery at the UC San Francisco Medical Center. He lives in Mill Valley, California.
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